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Content

❑

The Whole Language Approach (WLA) incorporating the Whole Word
Approach (Look & Say Method)

❑

Phonics Method

❑

Challenges

❑

Solution – Hybrid Method
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WLA Principles

❑

Meaning is Paramount

❑

No phonics skills out of context

❑

Children taught parts of language while pursuing “authentic”
reading/writing

❑

Promotes better understanding of text
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WLA Principles

(cont’d)

Is otherwise called

❑

The balanced model of literacy acquisition

❑

Teaches children to read by strategies which show that language = a
system of parts that work together to create meaning

❑

Provides children with more than one way to work out unfamiliar
words

❑

They begin with decoding – (breaking word into parts, sounding parts
out and blending them)
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WLA Principles

(cont’d)

❑

We read/understand by more than letter-sound correspondence
phonics/phoneme awareness

❑

We also use:
❖
❖
❖

Knowledge of the topic
Meaning of words in context of the topic
Flow and sequence of words in a sentence

❑

WLA provides new readers with a repertoire of interdependent skills

❑

WLA not opposed to:
❖
❖

Letter-sound correspondence to sound out unfamiliar words
Blending initial, medial, final sounds to decode a word
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US National Research Reading Panel (2000)

❑

Analysis of scientific literature found systematic phonics
instruction (teaching sounds and blending them together)
should be integrated with other reading instruction to create
a balanced reading programme.
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US National Research Reading Panel (2000)
&
Australian Department of Education

❑

Phonics instruction should not be a total programme
or
a dominant component of a programme
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US National Research Reading Panel (2000)
& Australian Department of Education

called for
A Balanced Model: Involving

❑

Explicit teaching of decoding skills (how to break up a word to
work out how it is pronounced)

❑

Connecting decoding of words to meaning

❑

Learning frequently used words (e.g. the, were) that cannot be
sounded out
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WLA Principles

❑

(cont’d)

Balanced Model
Learning meaning of new words from their context (looking at
the words before and after and at what the sentence is about)

❑

Understand what the text being read is about (literally and
interpretively)

❑

Building a wide vocabulary

❑

Comprehending the text

❑

Understand how images and words work together

❑

Promoting a love of English language and interest in reading
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WLA Principles

(cont’d)

Balanced Model Uses More than one way to
work out unfamiliar word
Uses
❑

Decoding
and/or

❑

Looking at where a word is in the sentence and consider what
word is most likely to come next based on their reading so far

❑

Looking beyond the word to see if the rest of the sentence can
assist to decode the word and pronounce it
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WLA Principles

(cont’d)

Balanced Model when learning reading

❑

We make best guesses

❑

Learn from errors

❑

Good readers do not read every word. We retrack only if our
best guess does not make sense
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WLA Principles

(cont’d)

WLA focuses on:
❑

Providing hands-on experiences to learn language

❑

Learning by doing

❑

Planned activities using integrated, thematic approach

❑

Theme e.g. The Very Happy Caterpillar
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WLA Principles

(cont’d)

In WLA = Metacognition
❑

Children think about their thinking

❑

Children make sense of:

❖
❖
❖

Reading and writing skills
Visual memorising
Letter names/sounds
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WLA Principles

(cont’d)

WLA based on Constructivist Theory

❑

Teaches children to read words as whole pieces of language

❑

Children draw from their perspectives and prior experiences to

form the framework for new knowledge
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Whole Language Approach

Disadvantages of WLA in teaching reading

❑

May cause spelling difficulty if they do not receive phonics instruction

❑

Phonics instruction with WLA promotes independence in reading
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The Whole Word Approach (WWA)

(Look & Say)
❑

Teaches reading at whole word unit level (no breaking down words)

❑

Skips decoding process

❑

Children show word name and picture/+meaningful context through
repetition

❑

Children learn to recognise word in its written form

❑

Context and accompanying images are important

❑

Familiar words initially presented alone
❖

Then in short sentences

❖

Eventually in longer sentences
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The Whole Word Approach (WWA)
(Look & Say)
❑

As vocabulary grows rules and patterns are extracted and used to read

new words

= reading by automatic process

increases reading fluency &

comprehension

= student is sight reading most words and sounds out only unfamiliar

words
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The Whole Word Approach (WWA)
(Look & Say)
❑

Sight Word Recognition games

➢

See and Spell

➢

Pop for Sight Words

➢

Pairs in Pears

➢

Pop for Word Families

➢

Silly Sentences

➢

Appleletters

➢

Zingo Bingo

➢

Others available for older children
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The Whole Word Approach (WWA)
(Look & Say)
Benefits of WWA (sight reading)
❑

Very suitable for young children starting reading, struggling readers,
EAL learners, dyslexic children,

children with Speech & Language

issues, grommets
❑

Faster and facilitates reading comprehension as it

❑

Frees up cognitive attention for processing new words

❑

Increases fluency and prosody
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The Whole Word Approach (WWA)
(Look & Say)
WWA (Dolch List)
❑

Require extra effort due to service/function words (prepositions,
adverbs)

❑

Mastering them frees up attention for processing harder less
frequent words
➢
➢
➢

120 word List 1
120 words List 2
95 words List 3

❑

Suitable for strong readers = effortless due to repeated exposure
from extensive reading

❑

Caveat for struggling readers : puts them off
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How to teach the Whole Word Approach (WWA)
(Look & Say)
Parent Action
Teach
The first word The as a whole word. DO NOT
SAY “Sound it out”.
Get
The child to repeat the word
Say
“Show me the word The
Write (the word)
The on a card
Now Teach
The word Red
Point
to it on the book cover
Ask
the child to show you the word Red. If the child
is successful
Write (the word)
Red on a card.
Put out the cards
The Red on the table
Say
Point to Red. Big praise if successful.
Say
Point to The. Big praise if successful.
Teach
The whole word Hen
Write (the word)
Hen on a card
Say
Point to the word Hen
Put (the words)
The Red Hen on the table
See if the child can identify
Hen
The
Red at random

Now take the cards like a hand of playing cards. Ask the child to select which card

is Hen. Allow the child look at his/her selection.

Ask

“Are you right”

The child will answer “Yes or No” and will be thus engaged in whole word
recognition. You could repeat the process for all three words. It does not matter

if the child selects the incorrect card. So long as the child is happy and engaged
in the game that’s what is important.

Proceed one word at a time for each page, discussing the picture, developing
language and over-teach. Slow it down, pare it back and teach it with love. As
the child becomes more skilled the words can be extended. For example, bag can

become bags. Eat can expanded to eat, eats, eating.

When the words on each page are learned then the child reads the page,
sentence by sentence. Echo reading can be used to help. Each word is said
by the skilled reader and echoed by the child. Then the skilled reader reads

the sentence and the child echoes the reading of the sentence.

The

practice of repetition reading is used to read the sentence repeatedly
until it is read perfectly. Gradually, the whole book will be mastered, page
by page.

The difference between Look & Say method and the phonic method is one of
direction.
❑ In phonics the children decode the word from the sounds
❑ In Look & Say the children hear the word directly
❑ The Look & Say method can be recruited to teach phonics by teaching
word families e.g.

ace
race
ace
pace
lace
place
space

ew
new
few
blew
grew

Benefits of the Look & Say method
❑ Some children just do not ‘GET’ phonics
❑ They may be at an earlier stage in development (i.e. semantic or meaning
phase)

❑ Poor Working Memory
❑ Have Speech & Language issues

❑ May have dyslexia

Whole Word method makes for success in early reading for such children and

normally developing children. It allows acquisition of phonic knowledge in a
more leisurely way and allows for the irregular nature of English language
orthography (method of spelling).

Benefits of the Look & Say method
❑ Some children just do not ‘GET’ phonics
❑ They may be at an earlier stage in development (i.e. semantic or meaning
phase)

❑ Poor Working Memory
❑ Have Speech & Language issues

❑ May have dyslexia

Whole Word method makes for success in early reading and allows

acquisition of phonic knowledge in a more leisurely way and allows for the
irregular nature of English language

Recruiting parents and grandparents for reading practice at
home and the benefits of echo and repeated reading

need
coat
▪ Children love parents to sit/read with them
▪ Talk about cover and pictures in the book

need
needs
needing
needed

▪ Guess what the story is about
▪ Words in story are carefully written by parent in print on little
cards (cards cut from cream or white packaging – cereal boxes
etc). Use black or blue marker/biro
▪ Teach whole words of each page by sight and their meaning –
DON’T SAY “Sound it Out”

▪ Play the following games with any words which prove difficult
▪ Celebrate and cheer after each game

Game A

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

need
coat

Take 2 of the difficult words
Teach them again
Hold the 2 cards in your hand as if they were playing cards
Ask – “Which one is X ?”
Get the child to pull the card
Ask “Were you right?”
Hold the 2 cards in your hand again
Ask “Which one is Y ?”
Get the child to pull the card
Ask “Were you right?”

Game B
▪

Take 2 of the difficult words

▪

Hold one in each of your hands

▪

Put each word behind your back

▪

Say “Guess where is X”

▪

Child selects

▪

Hold up the selected word

▪

Ask “Were you right?”

▪

Shuffle words behind your back

▪

Say “Guess where is Y”

▪

Child selects

▪

Hold up the selected word

▪

Ask “Were you right?”

need
coat

Game C
▪

Place 2 difficult words face down on the table

▪

Say “Guess where is X”

▪

Child selects

▪

Turn over the selected word

▪

Ask “Were you right?”

▪

Say “Guess where is Y”

▪

Child selects

▪

Turn over the selected word

▪

Ask “Were you right?”

need
coat

Game D
▪ Carefully write in print words which are difficult using
different coloured markers
▪ Hide the cards around the house in socks, shoes, clothes that
the child is going to wear that day, under plates, cups,
table/chair, rise of the stairs etc

▪

Have a record sheet for each child and give a star for each
word found

▪ Repeat Games A,B,C,D as required

need
coat

For the beginning and less advanced reader

Practice:
Echo Reading
Repeated Reading

Echo reading is where the teacher/parent
Points to and reads each word in the sentence.
The child echoes what has been read.
Repeated reading is where the child repeats
the sentence over and over until it is perfect
Great for reading comprehension,
fluency, speed, accuracy, expression (prosody)

The Phonics Method
In this method:

❑

Sounds are translated into letters and letter combinations to represent
printed words

❑

Reading = decoding words into series of sounds

❑

Spelling = encoding sounds into letter and letter sound combinations

❑

Helps students with word recognition, spelling and pronunciation
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The Phonics Method
Concerned with
❑

Helping child to learn how to break words down into sounds

❑

Translate sounds into letters

❑

Combine letters to form new words

❑

40 + phonemes only 26 letters (dilemma) requiring digraphs=difficulty

❑

Programmes vary by
❖
❖
❖

Introducing rhyming words grouped together
Teach similarly shaped letters
Teach similar sounding letters together
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The Phonics Method
Disadvantage

English is a mixture of many languages
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Anglo-Saxon
German
Norse
Romance Languages
Latin
Greek, etc
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The Phonics Method
❑

Constantly contravenes the Alphabetic Principle

i.e. Alphabetic Princip says that one letter/group of letters make a
sound in a reliable way.
N
o
t

r
e
l
i
a
b
l
e

oo/ ō / (door)
oo /ū/ (food)
oo = / ŭ / (book)

ew oo, ue = ū
ugh = /f/
cough, tough

ch = cheese
ch = Christmas
ch/sh = machine

ugh = silent
dough, although

ea = ē, meat
ea = ĕ, bread
ea = ā, bear
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The Phonics Method
Disadvantages of pure Phonic Method
❑

Progress slow in the beginning

❑

Reading aloud is halting

❑

Gradually becomes more fluent

❑

English is not always spelled as it sounds

❑

Some words cannot be sounded out

❑

Some words need to be learned through memorisation
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The Phonics Method
Disadvantages of pure Phonic Method

Excerpt from Referral form for child put forward for assessment
❑

He still sounds out words letter-by-letter and lacks fluency in his reading. As
a result of his poor word reading he struggles to comprehend what he has
read. His reading speed is quite slow and stilted. He finds spelling very
challenging and he lacks confidence in this area. He depends on spelling

phonetically and his phonic interpretations are not always correct.
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The Phonics Method
In the UK

❑

Despite a government approved synthetic phonics programme since
2011 for primary schools, 25% of Year 6 students in 2019 failed to

reach the minimum reading requirement
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The Phonics Method
Disadvantage of a pure focus on phonics
❑

Gives illusion that reading is decoding and blending

❑

Can put children off reading on school entry

❑

Some gain may occur early but achievement deteriorates

❑

Children can have major difficulties in reading comprehension

❑

Issues with the creative writing process
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The Phonics Method
Disadvantage

Visuo-spatial
Scratch Pad
(VSSP)
Visual code

Central
Executive

Phonological Loop

❑ The young reader is at the stage of VVSP (using a visual code) at 4, 5
and 6 years of age.
❑ Most have not yet moved to phonological code (auditory) to appreciate
phonic code
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Problems
Those who can/can’t read on school entry
What to do about boys?
❑

Research shows
❖

Up to 11% of children can read on school entry

❖

27% of children had still not learned to read at end of school year

❖

Most of the 27% were boys

❖

Estimated 68% of students in SET are boys:
❖ Linked to less practice
❖ Too little practise at home
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Problems
What to do? Boys and Poor Readers

❖

Encourage children to become independent readers

❖

Parents should read to children

❖

Arouse interest/motivation for reading

❖

Find colourful books on topics which interests the child

❖

Boys must feel it is time well spent to make them want more
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Problems
What to do? Boys and Poor Readers

•

Least motivated readers read even less than children who like to read

•

Motivation linked to mastery

•

Prioritise reading for first 2 to 3 years

•

Catch problems early

•

Muter 2003 and Strag 1972
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Why the gender disparity?

•

Heredity: girls are talking more than boys at 10 months

•

Environment: parents tend to talk more to girls from birth

•

Girls get more practise with letters and sounds

•

Downward spiral: boys lag, become less interested and reluctance to
read increases

•

PISA Report (2015) – 21% of 15 year old boys in Norway have trouble
understanding an assigned task
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Solution

•

Prioritise language

•

Check reading skills on school entry

•

Read to children/enjoy books

•

Emphasise letter sounds where deficits occur

•

Engage in hybrid approaches to literacy teaching
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Many researchers/experts

MJ Adams (1990) and Marie Clay et al (1985) hold that
To read early children need to:
•

Learn letter names first and sounds later

• Why ?
•

Letter names are in the ABC Jingle

•

50% of letter names provide phonological hook to learn and memorise
letter sounds

•

Letter sound knowledge is good indicator of literacy
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Eclectic Method is needed

Knowledge of 19 letters needed to crack code
Disadvantage of even this

•

Letter sounds cannot “nail” reading of irregular words

•

e.g.

cough, enough
dough, neighbour
yacht, half
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Evidence

❑ The number of upper and lower cases letter names/sounds a 6 year old

student knows is associated with early reading status.

❑ Significant difference (Capital and lower case letter names and letter
sounds in all 4 variables in favour of girls.
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Teachers/Parents should

•

Frequently assess reading levels

•

Motivate early readers by
•

Piquing their interest in books

•

Provide commercially produced beautiful books

•

Learn to read to children

•

Read to children

•

Parents enjoy cosy time together
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What to do about children with a Learning
Difference (LD) Dyslexia?
• 66% of all dyslexias are phonological in nature

• Students have an inborn lack of sensitivity to sound structure of mother
tongue
• Difficulty “hearing” sounds of phonics
• Difficulty sounding out letters in words

• Difficulty mapping letters onto sounds
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Student with Learning Difference/Dyslexia

• Many have poor Working Memory (WM)

• Phonics method is
❖

Sub-lexical (below word meaning level)

❖

Slow

❖

Additive

}

dependent on WM

• Phonics plays to students weak suit
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Student with Learning Difference/Dyslexia
will benefit from

• Whole word reading that de-emphasises/by-passes phonics approach
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Hybrid Method

The International Literacy Association (ILA) in their advisory stated

“ Phonics instruction to be effective in promoting independence in reading
must be embedded in the context of a total reading/language arts
programme”.
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Hybrid Method

The International Literacy Association (ILA) has also maintained that no
single reading method will best suit a particular child

• Some reading methods will work better for some children more than
others.
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Hybrid Method

Teachers of WLA use “embedded phonics”

• Children instructed in letter-sound relationship when they read texts
• Indirect method of phonics instruction
• WLA requires students to memorise words for sight reading
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Hybrid Method

• Embedded phonics instruction is embedded in literature to provide
context and

• Teachers use reading strategy and context

• To promote comprehension and fluency
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Hybrid Approach (Multi-sensory)
Orton-Gillingham (OG) Method
• Multi-sensory approach very good for LD students – combines visual,
auditory, kinaesthetic and tactile learning to
• Teach phonics calibrated to

• Pace and ability of the student

c.f. Teaching Reading with Orton-Gillingham:McLeod-Vidal& Smith
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Hybrid Approach

• Flexibility in approach is key
• Combine methods
• Be sensitive to students strength
• Teach to strength

• Be patient
• 3 rules (slow down, pare it back, teach it with love)
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The Triangular Model of Reading

TOP DOWN
Context
Processor

Semantic
Processor

Orthographic
(visual)
Processor

BOTTOM UP

Phonological
Processor
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